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ABSTRACT 

This article describes the development of Italian 
reference building models, as valuable decisional 
tools to to be used from the very start of the design 
process. As a first step,  a contextualization of the 
benchmark building model for the large office 
building created by the US DOE (Department of 
Energy) was made. A method suitable for different 
building typology was identified. This work was 
limited to the large office case study across seven 
location in the North of Italy. Afterwards a benchmark  
model for the large office building, based on various 
research over Italian Office building stock was defined. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
In Italy, the use of building energy simulation, as an 
important tool for the buildings energy efficiency, 
has improved through the introduction of LEED 
Italia certification. Although its importance is 
unquestioned, building dynamic simulation faces 
several problems, related mostly on the very few 
input information, necessary for the model creation. 
When modeling a building in an energy simulation 
program, the user is asked for several information in 
order to meet input data and complete the model to 
run the simulation.  
The aim of this study is the creation of reference 
building models customized to Italian climate and 
boundary conditions of Italy. It also pursues two 
additional goals. First, it wants to incite towards a 
more attentive building design, in terms of energy 
efficiency. Indeed office buildings represent 
nowadays one of the building typology with the 
higher energy consumption calculated and with an 
estimated worrying increase of energy demand for 
the years to come. Secondly, it stimulates the use of 
energy simulation in order to overcome some 
difficulties, often due to the lack of information and 
especially in the very first start of design process. In 
fact, benchmark building models represent reference 
building models with all those input information that 
users are asked for (e.g. main building activity, floor 
area, physical and operational characteristics). 
Designers can use those benchmarks as valuable 

decisional tools at the first stages of their projects. 
Moreover, benchmark models can be used at 
preliminary design stages to evaluate the effect of 
different technologies or different design approaches 
on the energy building performance.  
 

METODOLOGY 
The procedure pursued with this research defines 
how to generally create a benchmark building model 
representative of the Italian commercial building 
stock and produced two models: 

- a first model for large office building, based 
on the DOE benchmark; 

- a second model for medium office building, 
based on Italian studies. 

The following steps outline in brief the procedure: 

STEP 1: firstly this work has analysed and studied  
DOE benchmark building models, their main features 
and the methodology followed for their definition. 

STEP 2: a careful research over offices built in Italy 
has been conducted in order to investigate their main 
features (e.g. plan shape and layout, envelope 
thermal parameters, comfort parameters, schedules, 
HVAC equipment) and to define a building model 
that can be adopted as representative of Italian  
offices. This work brought to the definition and 
modelling of the First Large Office model, based on 
the DOE one but customized to Italian standard and 
energy regulations. The model has been created in in 
the EnergyPlus simulation tool, as a input data file 
(.idf format). 

STEP 3: further studies were required in order to set 
out a proper benchmark model of a medium size 
office building. A deeper research on the Italian 
office building stock was conducted. It first 
considered a study (Citterio, 2009) carried out by 
ENEA ( Italian National Agency for New 
Tecnologies, Energy and Sustinable Economic 
Expansion) and finalized to the quantitative and 
qualitative analysis of Italian commercial stock, 
especcially Office Building and Schools. As the 
ENEA research defines two office models, valuable 
for the existing building stock, another analysis over 
50 case studies of office building built in Italy in last 
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10 years, was conducted to define the actual design 
approach and features of this type of buildings.  

STEP 4: four benchmark models for medium office 
buildings were defined and modelled into 
EnergyPlus. They can be considered reference 
building of Italian new construction for the Office 
building tipology and have been simulated across 
three locations (Milan,Rome and Turin) for Northen 
and Center Italy. Simulation data, such as as total 
energy consumption, detached consumptions (e.g. 
heating, cooling, lighting, equipment), were later 
analyzezd. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE US 
BENCHMARK BUILDING MODELS 
The benchmark building models are the results of 
some research conducted by US DOE with regard to 
energy efficiency for new buildings and energy 
dynamic simulation. To be used with EnergyPlus, the 
energy simulation program developed by DOE, these 
models are reference buildings aimed to represent the 
American commercial stock. Moreover this set of 
benchmark models refers, for their creation, to the 
Commercial Building Energy Consumption Survey 
(CBES, 2003). They represent 70% of the energy that 
is supplied for commercial buildings. Benchmark 
models intent to achieve two principal goal: as 
starting point for projects analysis, they can be 
modified or updated by the user; additionally they 
can be used with weighting factors to model the 
effect of energy efficiency technologies on the 
building, or they can also be used without the 
weighting factors to understand the effects of energy 
efficient technologies in different climate zones.  
Up to now DOE developed 16 models of different 
commercial building typologies, across 16 locations 
(representative of all US climate zones), and three 
periods of time (per-1980, post-1980, new buildings). 
They are modeled in compliance with the American 
Standard 90-1 (ASHRAE, 2004). 

 
Figure 1 Axonometric DOE Large office View 

 
As this work regards the office case study, this 
paragraph wants to provide a brief overview over the 

main features of large office benchmark building 
model, created by DOE and subsequently 
contextualized to Italy (Step 2). 
The large office  building consists of 12 floors above 
ground and one basement floor. It has a total covered 
floor area of 46,300 m2, and a building aspect ratio of 
1.5. 
It has a rectangular plan shape (whose dimensions 
are reported in figure 2), with free open plan as 
interior layout. Each floor is divided into 5 thermal 
zones, one large core and four perimeter zones. The  
core zone has no openings and it is not subjected to 
direct solar radiation. The lateral four zones have 
been defined by the a fixed ribbon window over all 
the façade and have no solar radiation shadings. 

 
Figure 2 DOE  Large office thermal zones 

 
External walls are mass wall types, made of concrete, 
with a thermal capacity of 143 kJ/m²K. The 
foundation slab is defined with the same 
construction. The roof is modelled as a flat one with 
a continuous insulation layer above the structural 
elements. Interior partitions consist of gypsum boards 
on a steel frame. 
 

 
Figure 3 Axonometric View of Storeys modelled  

(Doe Large  Office model) 
 
In EnergyPlus just three floors, plus the basement, 
are modelled: the ground floor, the bottom floor and 
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the mid-floor. A multiplier with a value of 10 is 
applied to the mid-floor. 
The air conditioning system is a multiple zones 
variable air volume (MZ-VAV) system with a water-
cooled chiller for cooling and a gas boiler for 
heating. The building uses natural gas to provide 
space heating and to serve the water heating system.  
 

CONTEXTUALIZATION PROCESS: 
FROM DOE TO ITALIAN BENCHMARK 
The US benchmark building models may not be used 
as reference building in Italy. If, on one hand they 
meet some typology characteristics of Italian office 
buildings, such as plan shape or workplace layout, on 
the other hand they do not observe Italian legislative 
requirements of energy regulations. The criteria and 
assumptions adopted are fully described. 
With regard to the building shape, plan and interior 
layout, as well as to dimensions and building height, 
no changes were made to the US model. The building 
has been considered consistent with the Italian office 
typology and some recent project realized, (e.g. the 
New Intesa-San Paolo Headquarter in Turin 
(SBC’08, 2008)). The rectangular shape is 
characteristic of the office building due to its core 
usually addressed to distributive elements (lifts and 
stairs block, service rooms), and to its interior open 
plan layout. On the contrary, the US constructions 
cannot be accepted. Indeed the DOE envelope 
component are basically lighter then Italian 
traditional ones. For this reason for the Italian model,  
brick for walls and mixed floor with brick and 
concrete were modelled. Furthermore, some 
differences are due also to more rigid thermal 
transmittance values and thermal mass values Italian 
components have to comply with (D.lgs 311/2006, 
D.P.R. 59/2009). The thermal properties of 
constructions are the model section that was modified 
the most. 
 

Table 1 Building component –Thermal properties 

 
 Ground Slab Floor Flat roof Exterior 

Wall 

Sample 
picture  

    

U-value 
W/(m2K) 

0.638 0.248 0.248 0.309 

Superficial 
Mass kg/m2 

476 500 500 245 

 

In addition, other changes were made as regards the 
operational data, such as schedules and internal gain 
values. People per Zone Floor Area value was set to 
0,06 pers/m2 (AICARR, 2005),  lighting power 
density to 15 W/m² (EN 15193, 2008) and equipment 
density to  10 W/m² (EN 15232, 2007).  
 

 
Figure 4 Occupancy Schedule, Week days. 

 
Figure 5 Lighting Schedule, Week days. 

 
 
These parameters are strongly linked with the activity 
carried out in the building during the day. On this 
point, as they appear to be slightly different from US 
model, some schedules were altered according to the 
Italian working habits. The ones changed in the new 
modelling and its reference, are the followings: 

- Occupancy Schedule (EN 15232, 2007); 

- Lighting Schedule (Maria Pia Arredi, 2004). 

The primary and secondary systems and plants 
section was adopted as modelled in the US 
benchmark building, since it can be considered 
consistent with Italian plants design (Stefanutti, 
2008). 
VAV air conditioning system are the most used for 
this building typology in Italy. Figure 6 describes the 
air condition system chosen for the model. It consists 
of a variable air volume within five multiple zone per 
floor. Natural gas is used for ambient heating: the 
heating coil and the reheat coils are fed by hot water 
provided by a gas boiler. The refrigeration is 
electrical by a water-cooled chiller. 
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Figure 6 HVAC layout. 

 

ITALIAN BENCHMARK BUILDING 
MODELS: LARGE OFFICE 
The implementation of the contextualization process 
of the previous paragraph, allowed all the necessary 
information and data to create a benchmark building 
model in .idf format (input data file) to be gathered. 
In real terms the creation of the Italian model 
consisted in modifying the original. With analogy to 
American models it had been adopted the same 
nomenclature (e.g. BenchmarkLargeOfficeNew_ 
USA_IL_CHICAGO-OHARE), altering only the last 
part of the file name, as it regards the geographical 
position. The locations were selected to be 
representative of Norther Italy, and in particular of 
Climate Zone E and are seven: Bologna, Brescia, 
Bolzano, Milano, Udine, Venezia.  

Table 2 List of Italian Large Office Benchmark 
models 

 

LOCATION FILE NAME 
Bologna BenchmarkLargeOffice_ITA_EMI-

LIAROMAGNA_BO_ZN_E 
Brescia BenchmarkLargeOffice_ITA_LOM- 

BARDIA_BS_ZN_E 
Bolzano BenchmarkLargeOffice_ITA_TREN- 

TINO ALTO ADIGE_BZ_ZN_E 
Milano BenchmarkLargeOffice_ITA_LOM-

BARDIA_MI_ZN_E 
Torino BenchmarkLargeOffice_ITA_PIE-

MONTE_TO_ZN_E 
Udine BenchmarkLargeOffice_ITA_FRIU-

LIVENEZIAGIULIA_UD_ZN_E 
Venezia BenchmarkLargeOffice_ITA_VENE-

TO_VE_ZN_E 
 

After running an annual simulation for each model, 
the output data had subsequently been used to create 
a summarizing excel file. Tables 3 and 4 summarize 
some geometrical and operational data.  

 

Results 
Taking into account the annual electricity demand, 
the consumption for lighting and equipment is the 
most relevant. In particular, looking at the model 
located in Turin, both lighting and equipment values 
have a percentage incidence over the total amount of 
38%, with an overall value of 76%. 

 

Table 3 Zone Summary – Dimensional data 

 

 Area  
[m2] 

Volume 
 [m3] 

Gross 
 Wall  

Area [m2] 

Window 
glass 

Area [m2] 

Basement 3563 8690 0.00 0.00 

Core_bottom 2532 6948 0.00 0.00 
Core_mid 2532 6948 0.00 0.00 
Core_top 2532 6948 0.00 0.00 
Perimeter_bot_zn_3 313 860 200 116 
Perimeter_bot_zn_2 202 554 134 77 
Perimeter_bot_zn_1 313 860 200 116 
Perimeter_bot_zn_4 202 554 134 77 
Perimeter_mid_zn_3 313 860 200 116 
Perimeter_mid_zn_2 202 554 134 77 
Perimeter_mid_zn_1 313 860 200 116 
Perimeter_mid_zn_4 202 554 134 77 
Perimeter_top_zn_3 313 860 200 116 
Perimeter_top_zn_2 202 554 133 77.27 
Perimeter_top_zn_1 313 860 200 116 
Perimeter_top_zn_4 202 554 133 77.27 
Groundfloor_plenum 3563 4344 297 0.00 
Midfloor_plenum 3563 4344 297 0.00 
Topfloor_plenum 3563 4344 297 0.00 
Total zones 89077 178146 11589 4636 
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Table 4 
Zone Summary – Operational data 

 

 Lighting  
 [W/m2] 

People 
[m2/pers]  

Equipment  
 [W/m2] 

Basement 15.0000 37.17 4.8400 

Core_bottom 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Core_mid 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Core_top 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_bot_zn_3 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_bot_zn_2 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_bot_zn_1 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_bot_zn_4 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_mid_zn_3 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_mid_zn_2 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_mid_zn_1 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_mid_zn_4 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_top_zn_3 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_top_zn_2 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_top_zn_1 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 
Perimeter_top_zn_4 15.0000 16.67 10.0000 

 

With regard to the design capacities of the plants, 
simulations report uniform values over all the seven 
locations, with light differences of the order of few 
kW tens. This is because all the locations are situated 
in the same climatic zone. 
Electricity consumption, separated for typology, 
develop with the same proportions in all locations, 
with small differences relative mainly to the cooling 
system and HVAC auxiliaries (Fans, Pumps, Heat 
rejection). 
 

 
Figure 7 Plant system design capacity 

 

The following figures 9 and 10 respectively the final 
use energy consumption and the primary energy 
consumption for all location considered. In the first 
graph, the model with higher consumptions is the one 
simulated with Bologna climate file, which, as it is 
shown, is due to a major energy demand for cooling 
and for the HVAC system.  

Provided that internal gains have the same values for 
all locations, lighting and equipment energy demands 
are identical. On this connection the factors that 
determinate total energy demands, with different 
values for each locations, is the energy supplied for 
cooling and heating. This last factor can vary with 

regard to climate boundary conditions, even if all 
sites considered are located in the same climate zone. 
Basically, it can be noted that there is a compensation 
between the cooling and the heating energy. 
 

 
Figure 8 Annual Electrical Energy Demand 

 
Figure 9 Annual Final use Energy 

 

 
Figure 10 Annual Primary Energy 
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ITALIAN BENCHMARK BUILDING 
MODELS: MEDIUM OFFICE 
As mentioned above, to define a proper Italian 
reference it is necessary to have data regarding the 
whole office building stock. As a primary data source 
the ENEA analysis mentioned in the introduction was 
used. This research considers approx. 65’000 Italian 
office buildings and defines two main typologies (a 
small office model and a medium office model) as 
the most representative. These model are defined for 
5 periods of time and over three main geographical 
areas (North, Center, South and Islands). The second 
typology consist of an office building of medium 
dimensions, with a covered floor area of 2400 m2 and 
5 floors above ground. With regard to the interior 
plan layout (Figure 11), the plan consists of cellular 
offices and a central core for the distributive 
elements (stairs and elevators) and service areas. The 
building construction is consistent with traditional 
Italian technologies. It is thus made of reinforced 
concrete structure with brick walls, a flat roof and a 
double glazing with aluminium frame. 
 

 
Figure 11 Medium Office Building Plan 

 
Another analysis of over 50 project of office building 
realized in Italy in the past 10 years was carried out. 
This last study was conducted especially to focus on 
the last and recent design approach and features of 
office buildings, in order to meet a reference model 
for new construction. All the 50 projects have been 
divided with regard to their dimensions (covered 
floor area)  into four categories: small office, medium 
office, large office and very large office. For each 
class a model with mean values has been thus set out.   
Finally the results of both the studies considered and 
mentioned above, were combined to defined four 
reference model for new construction: 

- Model A. It is the medium office building 
defined in the ENEA research. As it was 
originated from an analysis over the existing 
building stock, the U values of the 
construction component are not consistent 
with Italian current Standard; 

- Model A1. It is model A with alterations to 
the construction components in accordance 

with Italian regulations (D.lgs 311/2006, 
D.P.R. 59/2009).;  

- Model B. It the model B with alterations to 
the plan layout from a cellular office to a 
mixed office (both cellular and open plan 
typology) and alterations to the façade ( 
from a traditional opaque envelope to a 
ventilated façade); 

- Model C. Same as the previous model with a 
transparent façade.  

In addition, the same operational data of the first 
benchmark model were used for all models.   
With regard to the air condition system, all models 
use a packaged air conditioning unit and natural gas 
to provide ambient heating and to serve the water 
heating system.  

Results 

All buildings were modeled with the EnergyPlus 
interface Design Builder, across three locations, 
Milan, Rome and Turin. Some results from the 
annual, monthly and daily simulation run for all 
models are reported below. 

 
Figure 12 Annual Final use Energy (Model B)  

 
Figure 13 Annual Primary Energy (Model B)  

As in the previous model results, provided that 
internal gains have the same values for all locations, 
lighting and equipment energy demands are identical. 
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Milan and Turin are sited in the same climate zone 
(Zone E) with a higher value of DD (degree day) and 
colder winter, whereas Rome (Zone D) has a warmer 
climate (Figure 12). In Milan energy demand is the 
highest according to the high energy demand both for 
heating and cooling compared to the other locations 
considered. On this connection (Figure 13), annual 
primary energy reaches a major value first in Milan 
and secondly in Rome, where the cooling energy 
demand is the highest.  
The previous figures report the energy demand of 
model B. Basically, it can be noted that energy 
demand keeps similar values, with the same 
proportions, for all models simulated according to 
climate boundary conditions.   
Figure 14 reports the monthly energy demand  over 
the whole year. Energy demand value is 
disaggregated into heating, cooling and electricity. 
Heating and cooling are seasonal whereas electricity 
is constant during the whole year, with light 
differences due to the different month length. 
Especially in August the electricity energy demand is 
lower as various days were considered summer 
holidays.   

 

 
Figure 14 Monthly Energy Demand  

(Model A1, Rome) 

In addition, Figure 15 and 16 show respectively the 
heating load profile during a winter day and the 
cooling load profile during a summer day. 
  

 
Figure 16 Daily heating load  

(Model A, Rome) 

 

 
Figure 17 Daily cooling load  

(Model A, Rome) 

CONCLUSIONS 
This work defined first a procedure to generate a 
benchmark building model, beginning from US 
studies and contextualizing them to Italian building 
stock. As an application of this method a large office 
model was created using the EnergyPlus simulation 
program. Although this model represent a first 
version of Italian benchmark building models, that 
can doubtless be improved,  anyway it can be used 
both by designer as a starting point at preliminary 
stages and as a point of comparison for investigation 
in using different technologies.  It will be very useful 
to develop through further studies a complete 
database of models, as in the DOE set, including 
different building typologies and  across all the 
Italian climate zones. 

A first attempt to improve this first benchmark model 
was made with the definition of a reference model for 
Italian medium office building. Whereas the first 
version was originated directly from the US model, 
the second one referred to a complete analysis over 
Italian office building stock. This model, produced in 
four versions, different façade and interior plan 
layout, has been by now simulated in three location 
across two climate zone, two for the North and one 
for the Center Italy.  
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